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TECUMSEH – IP Fund Presentation Disclaimer
This presentation does not constitute an offer to purchase securities of Tecumseh-IP Fund (the “Fund”) or of the Fund’s General Partner, Tecumseh Alternatives, LLC (the “General Partner” 
or “Tecumseh”), or any of the Fund’s partners or affiliates. Such an offer will only be made pursuant to the confidential offering document for the Fund. Theinformation contained herein is 
confidential and is provided to you solely for informational purposes only. This information is not to be shared, distributed, or otherwise used, for any other purpose or by any other person 
without the written permission of the General Partner. It should be used by sophisticated investors who are knowledgeable of the risks involved. Past performance is not a guarantee of 
future results. Please refer to the relevant confidential offering document for full details on investment products and strategies of the Fund.

An investment in the Fund is subject to a high degree of investment risk, including the possible loss of the entire amount of such an investment. An investor should carefully read and 
reviewthe confidential offering document, including the description of risk factors, before making an investment in the Fund.
The information contained herein reflects the current expectations, opinions, estimates and projections of the General Partner as of the date of publication, which are subject to change 
without notice at any time subsequent to the date of issue. The General Partner does not represent that any expectation, opinion, estimate or projection will be realized. All information 
provided is for informational purposes only and should not be deemed as investment advice or a recommendation to purchase or sell any specific security. While the information presented 
herein is believed to be reliable, no representation or warranty is made concerning the accuracy of any data presented. Prospective investors should not treat these materials as advice in 
relation to legal, taxation, or investment matters.

Statements herein that reflect projections or expectations of future financial or economic performance of the Fund are forward-looking statements. Such “forward-looking” statements are 
based on various assumptions, which assumptions may not prove to be correct. Accordingly, there can be no assurance that such assumptions and statements will accurately predict future 
events or the Fund’s actual performance. No representation or warranty can be given that the estimates, opinions or assumptions made herein will prove to be accurate. Any projections and 
forward-looking statements included herein should be considered speculative and are qualified in their entirety by the information and risks disclosed in the confidential offering document. 
Actual results for any period may or may not approximate such forward-looking statements. Prospective investors are advised to consult with their own independent tax and business 
advisors concerning the validity and reasonableness of the factual, accounting and tax assumptions. No representations or warranties whatsoever are made by the Fund, the General Partner, 
any Fund affiliate, or any other person or entity as to the future profitability of the Fund or the results of making an investment in the Fund. Projected or past performance is not a guarantee 
of future results.

It is not anticipated that interests in the Fund will be registered under the securities laws or laws of similar import of any country or jurisdictions, including without limitation, the U.S. 
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), nor qualified, approved or disapproved under any other U.S. or other securities laws. No regulatory authority of any jurisdiction has 
passed on or endorsed the merits of the Fund or interests therein. Any representation to the contrary is unlawful. Interests in the Fund may not be sold, transferred or otherwise disposed of 
unless they are registered where required, including under the Securities Act, unless such interests and/or the proposed sale, transfer or disposition thereof is exempt from such registration.
In addition, interests in the Fund may not be offered for sale, pledged, hypothecated, sold, assigned or transferred except in compliance with the terms of the limited partnership agreement 
of the Fund.

By accepting this information, the recipient agrees that it will not divulge any information contained herein to any other party. This presentation and its contents are confidential and 
proprietary information of the Fund and any reproduction of this information, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of the General Partner is prohibited. Additional 
information is available from the General Partner upon request. The Fund, the General Partner, and their respective affiliates are not acting as your adviser or agent.



Tecumseh – IP Fund Executive Summary

IP EDGE, founded in 2009, is a patent monetization advisory firm founded by three patent attorneys who left established large firms to build 
a full-service patent monetization firm.

Since its founding, IP EDGE has become a well-known name in the industry, having been consistently recognized in industry publications 
since 2012 as leaders in the patent monetization space.

The IP EDGE partners will invest a significant amount in the fund alongside investors and the fund will invest in opportunities from IP 
EDGE’s pipeline.

IP EDGE has returned over 3x the money it has invested in patents in the 2015-2020 time period with no down years.1

Experienced Team, Ready for Growth Inflection
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The Tecumseh – IP Fund LP provides investors with exposure to an intellectual property asset class that is non-correlated to broad equity and 
fixed income returns, at a low minimum investment size.

Tecumseh – IP Fund LP will fund various patent monetization strategies.  IP EDGE, the sub-advisor to the fund, analyzes individual cases and 
decides to provide funding to those cases with the highest likelihood of generating strong risk adjusted returns. 

After self funding since inception, IP EDGE is raising external capital to continue to grow the business and execute against a $150 million 
pipeline of opportunities spread across patents held by corporations, universities and investment firms.

Tecumseh – IP Fund LP will target net investor returns of 15-18% IRR and 1.7-1.9 MOIC over a four year fund life (two year investment 
period, two year harvest period).  The fund will target an 8% optional annual distribution.

Note:
1.  Returns on IPE partner invested capital, gross of fees and before allocation for IPE partner time.



Patents as an Investment 
Returns are tied to the value of intellectual property and unrelated and uncorrelated to stock and bond markets.  Returns potentially benefit 
from downturns in the economy as IP owners seek to divest patents to generate additional cash flow.

“Indeed, many patent holders—including operating companies and universities—are currently facing increased pressure to preserve, as well as 
augment, balance sheet cash. Expect many to turn in the coming year to their patent portfolios as a source of revenue, including by selling 
patent assets to NPEs, by entering into privateering partnerships with NPEs, and/or by monetizing their own assets directly through licensing or 
litigation.” – Dec 7, 2020, RPX

“NPEs filed 8.9% more litigation in Q4 2020 than they did in the year-ago quarter.” – RPX Q4 2020 In Review

“IP EDGE LLC (adding over 475 defendants since March 16, 2020, the week COVID-19 shutdowns began in the US)” – RPX Q4 2020 in Review
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The fund is targeting a 15-18% net IRR with low volatility.

Potential gains from settlement or trial can be substantial relative to the invested capital.

The strategy requires specialized knowledge and relationships that create barriers to entry for competition and 
sustain strong returns without taking unacceptable levels of risk.

Each opportunity is unique and IP EDGE’s proprietary sourcing network is the product of over a decade of 
significant market presence.

It has been reported in the press that virtually all major tech companies (HP, Cisco, Apple, 
Google) operate their own internal NPE units and buy, sell and litigate patents never used in their 
products.  Google is an investor in Intellectual Ventures, one of the larger NPEs .

Source: RPX

Sources:
1.  https://patentlyo.com/patent/2011/05/intellectual-ventures-revealing-investors.htm
2. https://www.ipwatchdog.com/2014/04/09/myths-of-the-patent-wars-are-non-practicing-
entities-the-problem/id=48984/l



IP EDGE – Leading IP Investor

Founded in 2009 by patent attorneys Sanjay Pant, Gau Bodepudi and Lillian Woung.  IP EDGE is a well-known patent 
monetization firm.

According to RPX, IP EDGE “remains the most prolific patent plaintiff of the past 18 years.”

IP EDGE has an existing, identified pipeline of $150 million of patent monetization opportunities across domestic and 
foreign corporations, universities and patent pools
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ITC Activity
ITC assertion opens door to alternative enforcement strategies.

According to industry reports published by RPX, IP EDGE is the most active non-practicing entity in the US as measured by cases 
filed.

Source: RPX, February 2021, covers IPE Inception - Date

Position Firm Cases Filed
1 IP EDGE 528
2 Leigh M Rothschild 175
3 WSOU Holdings LLC 132
4 Equitable IP Corporation 83

Source: RPX, Last 12 months as of 2/5/2021

Source: ITC Docket of IPE client



IP EDGE Investment Process
Strong merits/infringement

Large potential damages

Trusted counsel

Assertion against entities with significant damages exposure

Good licensing prospects – rational actors, avoid existential or “bet the company” litigation

Minimize binary outcomes unless entire amount invested is returned pre-event, create a free option on an event

Past client relationships

Law firms

Technology companies

Universities

Sovereign patent funds

After determining a monetization strategy, IP EDGE will

• Conduct due diligence of patent assets, coupled with law firm due diligence where appropriate

• Negotiate the purchase of the patent

• Assist in selection of external counsel to assert claims

• Assist in settlements

• Typical timeline is 2-4 years for most cases, if they do not settle earlier
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• All investments are secured by a lien on cash flows to IP EDGE

• All settlements are sent to the contingency law firm’s attorney trust account.  IP EDGE’s fees are then sent directly to the fund from the 
attorney trust account

Structure
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Sanjay Pant
• UCLA Law, 2007
• University of Maryland, B.S. Electrical Engineering 2001
• Registered attorney in Texas; United States Patent & Trademark Office
• Prior to IP EDGE

• Patent attorney that represented large corporate clients
• Account manager at Fortune 500 company with multi-million dollar book of business in auto and wireless

Gau Bodepudi
• University of Chicago, School of Law 2005
• University of Illinois Urbana/Champaign, B.S. Electrical Engineering, 2002
• Registered Attorney in Illinois; United States Patent & Trademark Office
• Prior to IP EDGE

• Organized and executed large scale patent licensing campaigns
• Responsible for multiple seven and eight figure settlements for clients
• Writes on patent economics and policy and has been published in IAM, IP Law 360, IPWatchDog and has a patent blog at investinip.com

Lillian Woung
• UCLA Law 2007
• Rice University, B.S. Chemical Engineering, 2000
• Registered Attorney in California;  United States Patent & Trademark Office
• Fluent in Mandarin and has lived and worked around the world.  Currently based in Seattle
• Prior to IP EDGE

• Worked directly with the owners of one of the largest patent monetization firms to generate over $500mm in licensing revenues globally
• Patent and transactional counsel based in Silicon Valley, representing large technology companies 
• Analyst and consultant at Accenture, advising leading global companies on enterprise technology

The IP EDGE Team
Analysts     Technical Experts     Experienced Attorneys
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• Technicolor, a publicly traded company in France, was looking for a partner who could quickly and effectively monetize 5,500 patents

• After a competitive process, IP EDGE was selected as monetization partner on the basis of its number one market position in cases filed

• “RPX Corporation today [March 25, 2020] announced that it secured licensing rights to more than 5,000 patents from Thomson Licensing 
SAS and Technicolor SA, a provider of services and products for the communication, media, and entertainment industries.” See 
http://www.rpxcorp.com/about/news/rpx-corporation-announces-licensing-transaction-with-thomson-licensing-sas-and-technicolor-sa/

Case Study

Case Study

• Good Kaisha IP Bridge, a Japanese sovereign patent fund, turned to IP EDGE to assist in monetizing its assets. 
• IP Bridge’s goal is to “aggregate [patents] and use them, for example, to support domestic SMEs [small and medium enterprises].” See 

https://www.patentprogress.org/2017/10/09/ipr-successes-bridge-sovereign-patent-funds
• IP Bridge’s licensing efforts have been focused on wireless telecom SEPs (800+ patents) and semiconductors (595 patents).
• IP Bridge’s LCD portfolio received little attention from IP Bridge.
• IP EDGE assisted in acquisition of over 100 IP Bridge LCD patent and patent applications
• IP EDGE worked with outside counsel and LCD expert to identify 11 assertable patents on TVs, laptops, monitors, and smartphones
• On boarded law firm with prior experience in LCD space.
• Patent action to be filed Q2 2021, asserting 11 patents against a household name Asian technology corporation



Termsheet
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Investment Manager Tecumseh Alternatives LLC
Sub-Advisor IP EDGE
Management Fee 2%
Incentive Fee 20%
Dividend Distribution (Optional) 8% annually
Minimum Investment 100,000
Target Returns 15-18% IRR, 1.7-1.9x MOIC
Duration 24 month investment period, 24 month harvest period

two 12 month extensions possible, at manager discretion
Leverage Fund will not use leverage
Auditor Marcum
Third Party Administrator NAV Consulting
Legal Counsel Akerman
Investment Structure Delaware LP 3c1
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Michael Belotz
Mike has seventeen years of hedge fund portfolio management and
research experience covering all investment sectors. This follows a 
long career on the sell side in both trading and marketing in the 
derivatives of equities and commodities. This includes three years as 
a floor trader inequity options on the American Stock Exchange 
where he traded a diverse book of derivatives on individual equities. 
Later he specialized in commodity derivatives as both a marketer and 
structurer for firms such as Chase, Societe Generale and Kidder 
Peabody. In these roles he devised derivative structures in crude oil, 
products and natural gas as well as put together financing packages 
for energy production and transportation projects. He also spent 
time as a risk management professional during the
initial deregulation of the US electricity market for a major utility.
Currently, he is Head of US for DNA Partners where he is responsible 
for sourcing and due diligence of US based hedge funds. This follows 
his time as the Head of Research and Risk Management at Lanx
Management, a Fund of Hedge Funds. Prior to that, he was Head of
Portfolio Management in the US for the Fund of Hedge Funds Group 
at Credit Suisse where he ran $6 Billion in portfolios. Michael started 
out his hedge fund career at TAG Associates, a multi-client family 
office, as the portfolio manager for their relative value and 
diversified strategy fund of funds.

Mike has his MBA from The Wharton School and a BS in business 
from the University of California, Berkeley.

Chad Meyer
Chad was most recently President and co-founder of HedgeACT, an
investable platform of non-correlated alternative investments. Chad
helped found the firm in 2013 and grew it to 11 hedge funds, more
than $100 million in assets, and $1 million in recurring revenue at the
time of his departure in May 2019.

Prior to HedgeACT, Chad was focused on the application of
technology to the investment advisory industry. In 2000, he founded
BridgePortfolio.com, which was an industry-leader in providing
outsourced back-office services. Utilizing proprietary technology,
BridgePortfolio.com greatly improves the efficiency and transparency
of hundreds of registered investment advisors, across several billion
dollars in managed assets. Chad sold BridgePortfolio to a larger
financial services company in Chicago in 2011.

Chad graduated Magna Cum Laude with a BA in Economics from
Cornell University, where he played varsity tennis, and also holds a 
law degree from the University of Pennsylvania, and an MBA from 
the University of Chicago.

Management Team

Contact Information
Mike Belotz
mbelotz@tecumsehalts.com
646 469 5612

Chad Meyer
cmeyer@tecumsehalts.com
312 543 2204



IP EDGE In the Trade Press
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Source: RPX Website




